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The Legacy Strategic Agenda X-Stories Priority Action Team is
made possible by the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund through
the vote of Minnesotans on November 4, 2008. Administered by
the Minnesota Historical Society and Minnesota Alliance of Local
History Museums.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
Racially and culturally diverse communities play an integral role
in Minnesota’s economy, and cultural and heritage landscape.
Some of our state’s innovation and most historical and unique
features come from efforts created by these communities.
For example, the Frogtown neighborhood in Saint Paul, MN,
which comprises a mix of racially diverse communities (AfricanAmerican, Hmong, Vietnamese, Latinx) who have helped to
revitalize the dying neighborhood with thriving minority-owned
restaurants and businesses (e.g., supermarkets, medical clinics,
family services organizations). These types of incremental,
economic successes and gains within racially and culturally
diverse communities can be seen all throughout different
pockets of the state (the community cultural center in Walnut
Grove, MN; the White Earth Land Recovery Project on the
White Earth Reservation; Lake Street in Minneapolis). However,
these communities are not provided the same opportunity for
economic success and innovation when it comes to cultural and
historical preservation work.
It has been well documented in all types of literature (scholarly,
grey, novels), the insidious erasure (X-ing) of historical
narratives from racially and culturally diverse communities
within familiar/mainstream (his)stories. Due to the erasures
and the subsequent marginalization and silencing of these
“unfamiliar” stories, the (his)stories and representations of these
communities are often only understood and seen through
harmful, blanketed generalizations and stereotypes.

appropriations to “support arts, arts education and arts access,
and to preserve Minnesota’s history and cultural heritage.”
These appropriations were deemed as “Legacy Grants” under
the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund (ACHF), and a portion
were administered from the Minnesota Historical Society to
organizations and projects that focused on preserving any
segment of Minnesota’s history and culture.
A legacy partnership grant was awarded by MNHS to the
Minnesota Alliance of Local History Museums (MALHM) to
create a Legacy Strategic Agenda Collaborative and priority
action teams focused on grants, education and “unfamiliar or X”
stories. In attempt to restore and recenter those “unfamiliar or
X” stories, the X-Stories team focused on these strategies:
• Develop the capacity of communities to collect, preserve,
and share their stories.
• Develop skills for working in partnership with traditionally
underserved and underrepresented communities.

PURPOSE
The focus of this white paper is to report on the work of
the X-Stories Priority Action Team, which was tasked with
developing the capacity of racially diverse communities to
collect, preserve, and share their stories. This report details key
findings from a focus group study the team conducted with
six racially diverse communities from Minnesota – AfricanAmerican, Dakota, Hmong, Latinx, Ojibwe, and Somali – over
the course of a two-year period (2017-2019).

In 2008, the MN state legislature proposed and passed the
Clean Water, Land and Legacy Amendment, with specific

KEY FINDINGS
ACROSS ALL SIX
COMMUNITIES,
TWO CENTRAL
THEMES EMERGED:

1

Goals for cultural and
historical preservation

The primary goals for cultural and historical preservation within
these communities were to foster:
•
•
•
•

Intergenerational Learning
Truth-Telling
Identity Preservation
Inclusive Stories
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Experiences with grantmaking and grant-writing
for cultural and historical preservation work.

Meanwhile, experiences with grantmaking and grant-writing for
cultural and historical preservation work were overwhelmingly
negative and suboptimal for all community groups. Those
experiences where characterized by the following three barriers:
• Lack of Awareness around Legacy Grants
• Lack of Funding Opportunities
• Lack of Support for Grant-writing
PAGE /
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CALLS
TO
ACTION
In response to these identified gaps and challenges, two calls to actions are requested
from foundations and granting organizations to make the funding landscape of cultural
and historical preservation work more equitable to racially diverse communities:

1. Funding for cultural and historical preservation work
needs to be made more accessible and transparent
to racially and culturally diverse communities.

2. Racially and culturally diverse communities need
to be more intentionally engaged and made part
of the grantmaking and grant-writing processes.

To assist the implementation and enactment of these actions, several strategies
and steps can be taken by funders to achieve these paradigmatic shifts:

• STRATEGY 1: Explore and implement various
modalities for how funding opportunities are
announced and shared to racially diverse
communities.
• STRATEGY 2: Publish an annual funding
portfolio of how and what types of
organizations get funded through the various
funding opportunities.
• STRATEGY 3: Offer more flexible and
accessible options for submitting grant
applications.

The Affi(X)ture of X-Stories to MN’s History

• STRATEGY 1: Develop more communitycentered funding objectives and metrics
of success.
• STRATEGY 2: Involve and invite racially
diverse community members to participate
in all grant review panels.
• STRATEGY 3: Conduct an annual diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI) audit/scorecard
to assess community engagement strategies
in grantmaking operations.
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CONCLUSION
If prospective funds supporting the preservation of historical and cultural heritage in Minnesota are to be distributed equitably, it is
incumbent on foundations and granting organizations (particularly those with an equity focus) to adopt these paradigmatic shifts – it
is no longer in the best interest of anyone to keep unfamiliar stories “unfamiliar or X-ed” – racially and culturally diverse communities
must be supported to tell and elevate their own stories, in however methods they see fit, with unconditional support and trust from
foundations and granting organizations. The adoption of these strategies will be an important first step to affixing the X-stories from
racially diverse communities, and creating a more full and complete history of Minnesota. As the late MN Senator Paul Wellstone once
said, “We all do better, when we all do better.”

“WE ALL DO
BETTER,
WHEN WE ALL
DO BETTER.”
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INTRODUCTION
HISTORY OF THE LEGACY
AMENDMENT AND THE ARTS AND
CULTURAL HERITAGE FUND

BACKGROUND ON THE LEGACY
GRANTS AND THE LEGACY STRATEGIC
AGENDA (LSA) COLLABORATIVE

In the Fall of 2008, Minnesota voters approved the Clean
Water, Land and Legacy Amendment (referred to the “Legacy
Amendment” hereafter) to preserve and enhance some of the
most important elements of the state, including the protection of
drinking water sources, wildlife habitats, and the preservation of
arts and cultural heritage (Legislative Coordinating Commission,
2017). This amendment to the Minnesota Constitution
appropriated state sales revenue into four funds: (1) the Clean
Water Fund, (2) the Outdoor Heritage Fund, (3) the Arts and
Cultural Heritage Fund (ACHF), and (4) the Parks and Trails
Fund. Over a 25-year period(starting in July 2009 and ending
in 2034), 33%, 33%, 19.75% and 14.25 % of all state sales tax
would be distributed into each of those four funds, respectively.
The purpose of this White Paper is centered on the Arts and
Cultural Heritage Fund (ACHF).

The focus of this White Paper is to report on the Minnesota
Historical and Cultural Heritage Grants Program which is
coordinated by the Minnesota Historical Society (MHS). The
Minnesota Historical and Cultural Heritage Grants program —
also known as Legacy Grants — is a competitive process created
to provide financial support for projects focused on preserving
Minnesota’s history and culture (Minnesota Historical Society,
2018). To ensure that these Legacy grants inform the innovation
and growth of history and cultural heritage in Minnesota, the
Minnesota Alliance of Local History Museums (MALHM) and the
Minnesota Historical Society (MNHS) came together to form the
Legacy Strategic Agenda (LSA) collaborative in 2016. Members
of the collaborative comprised staff from various organizations
including libraries, academia, diverse communities, and local
history organizations. Over a four-year period (2016-2020), LSA
collaborative members would meet quarterly across the state
to implement four overarching areas of focus and strategies
through three priority action teams (PAT).

The goal of the ACHF is to “support arts, arts education and arts
access, and to preserve Minnesota’s history and cultural heritage”
(Legislative Coordinating Commission, 2017). Based on the latest
tax revenue estimates, it is projected that Minnesotans will invest
more than $1.2 billion in arts and cultural heritage fund projects
and programs over the 25 year life of the Legacy Amendment.
Within the ACHF, a portion of the dollars are appropriated
through grant programs coordinated and administered by several
state agencies:
• Minnesota Department of Administration Arts and
Cultural Heritage Fund Grants
• Minnesota Historical and Cultural Grants Program
• Minnesota Humanities Center Grant Opportunities
• Minnesota Indian Affairs Council Grant Opportunities
• Minnesota State Arts Board Grants
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The three PATs are as follows:
1. The X-Stories Team, which was tasked with developing the
capacity of diverse communities to collect, preserve, and
share their stories.
2. The Grants Team, which was responsible for working with the
history community to enhance the infrastructure for Legacy
grant programs to ensure continued overall transparency,
operational excellence, and enduring value.
3. The Education Team, which was charged with partnering with
local educators & administrators to explore opportunities to
connect school districts with local historical societies. The
focus of this White Paper details the work and initiatives of
the X-Stories Priority Action Team.
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THE X-STORIES PRIORITY ACTION TEAM
The X-Stories Priority Action Team is composed of history, museum, and community members. The group represents different
demographic backgrounds including age, ethnicity, profession, and region. The charge of the X-Stories Priority Action Team was to
develop ways to help build the capacity of underrepresented communities to apply for Legacy grants in order to collect, preserve, and
share their history. Here, underrepresented and marginalized communities are defined as those communities who have not historically
applied for or received significantly less (if any) MNHS cultural and historical heritage grant funds.
To find ways to connect with underrepresented communities – whose stories are often marginalized and unfamiliar to mainstream
audiences – and share their knowledge about history and cultural preservation, the X-Stories Priority Action Team decided on a focus
group method. These focus group sessions were imagined to be informal enough that community members could have a conversation
with the facilitators about how, who, and what kinds of history are shared and preserved in the community. While “unfamiliar or X-ed”
stories come from many identity groups and communities, the team started this work with a focus on the racial diversity of Minnesota.
The X-Stories Priority Action Team selected African-American, Dakota, Hmong, Latinx, Ojibwe, and Somali groups to connect with
during this two-year project period. We assumed that each community has rich cultural resources and (his)stories that are integral
parts of this patchwork of “unfamiliar or X-ed” communities. Our goal is to find ways to connect with these communities, learn how they
preserve and share community knowledge, and identify challenges that prevent more cultural and historical preservation.
To that last point, it has been well documented in the literature that racially diverse communities have many challenges to accessing
funds and grants to support cultural and historical preservation work (Nelson, 2018; The Greenlining Institute, 2006). Firstly,
foundations and other granting entities, who support preservation work, often do not make their funding opportunities accessible or
available to racially diverse communities. Compounded with this challenge, the fiscal appropriation and funding amounts dedicated to
racially-specific preservation work are frequently one-time designations and insufficient to fulfill or create any sustainable community
impact. Secondly, racially diverse communities are frequently unaware of how and where to access such funding opportunities. The
announcements of these funding opportunities are typically shared within exclusive and private platforms (e.g., newsletters, social
networks), which are inaccessible to many racially diverse communities. Subsequently, when these communities are able to find such
funding opportunities, they are further barred from accessing the applications or submitting successful applications because of their
inexperience in grant-writing or a lack of organizational infrastructure to support their grant-writing processes. In attempt to further
elucidate these nuanced challenges within racially diverse communities in Minnesota and to offer up a platform for these communities
to craft their own recommendations and strategies, this focus group study was employed.

The Affi(X)ture of X-Stories to MN’s History
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METHODS
TRAINING OF COMMUNITY PROJECT COORDINATORS
All Community Project Coordinators hired by the X-Stories Priority Action Team received training in focus groups methods. On June
12, 2017, Richard A. Krueger and Mary Anne Casey led a training for the first phase of Community Project Coordinators and the
X-Stories Team members, and on January 11, 2019 Sheila Brommel, X-Stories Priority Action Team member and Evaluation Manager
at the Minnesota Historical Society facilitated focus group training for the phase two coordinators and the X-Stories Priority Action
Team members.
At the beginning of the training, Mai Vang started with an overview of the X-Stories Priority Action Team, its goals and purpose. The
training then moved on to characteristics of a focus group, moderator skills, introducing the focus group, a checklist for moderators,
how to clarify or probe responses, controlling the focus group and yourself, creating a discussion, and what to do after the conclusion
of a focus group. This provided an opportunity for the Community Project Coordinators to not only get acquainted with each other and
the rest of the team, but also to become familiar with how to facilitate focus groups.
The X-Stories Priority Action Team hired six focus group coordinators representing each of the following communities: African-American,
Dakota, Hmong, Latinx, Ojibwe, and Somali. Their roles were to identify and recruit community groups and members for the focus groups,
coordinate and moderate the focus groups, record, and analyze/create notes highlighting important aspects of the focus group sessions.

STUDY TIMELINE AND PROCEDURES
Over the course of two years (2017-2019), Community
Project Coordinators completed a total of 24 focus group
sessions and recruited a total of 72 participants from all six
community groups. The breakdown of focus group sessions
and participants by each community group is as follows:

Community Group
African-American
Dakota
Hmong
Latinx
Ojibwe
Somali
Total

No. of Focus Group
4
4
5
3
4
4
24

No. of Participants
12
11
15
6
10
18
72

ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Focus group participants from each community group were asked to participate in a two hour long semi-structured focus group.
They were asked to answer various questions regarding the following (see Appendix for more detailed focus group questions and probes):
1. What kind of projects/stories/history are important for your community?
2. Who in your community is already saving your history?
3. What makes it challenging or difficult for [your] community to do more projects that it values?
(Including prompts around awareness of Legacy Grants, access to Legacy grants, and challenges to grant-writing)
4. What are some important topics/projects relating to [your community’s] history and experience that haven’t been
done because of resources?
Each respective Community Project Coordinator transcribed and coded all focus group sessions using Word, and compiled all the results
into a report for each community group. The results presented here in this report is a secondary qualitative data analysis of the findings
summarized in each community group’s focus group report. An inductive approach was used to analyze the focus group findings into a
brief, summary format of themes that were organized according to whether they were shared by all, some, or only one specific community
group (Thomas, 2006). The findings shared in this report are organized in the following:
•
•
•

Central themes shared by all and some community groups;
Overarching recommendations from all community groups to improve grant processes for racially diverse communities (including
community-specific recommendations); and
Study limitations.
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KEY FINDINGS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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I. CENTRAL THEMES SHARED BY ALL AND SOME COMMUNITY GROUPS
For all six community groups, two central themes emerged around 1) Goals for cultural and historical preservation and
2) Experiences with grantmaking and grant-writing for cultural and historical preservation work.
Within the first central theme (Goals for cultural and historical preservation), two sub-themes (Intergenerational Learning and Truthtelling) were shared by all community groups, meanwhile one sub-theme (Identity Preservation) was only shared between three of the
community groups – African-American, Hmong, and Somali - and a final sub-theme (Inclusive Stories) was only reported by Hmong
and Somali community groups.
1.1 A. GOALS FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL PRESERVATION BY ALL COMMUNITIES – INTERGENERATIONAL LEARNING
One of the most salient sub-themes that was shared among all community groups was the need to engender intergenerational learning
– that is, the exchange and telling of stories between different generations (youth, parents, elders). Focus group participants from all six
community groups reported that there is a strong desire from their communities to preserve, provide access, and share their stories across
different generations. In particular, they all perceived cultural and historical preservation as a way to foster intergenerational learning and
exchange between youth and elders, as illustrated in the following quotes:

“Young people need to be taught and given permission to question, and if we do not foster that we won’t get it.
Seek out youth because they are the ones who will have the questions. They are the ones who will prime the present
generation to think about the future, and also because the youth tell us what is needed. Not only right now, but the youth
tell us what is going to be needed going forward. It’s equal, because I don’t understand where I come from, but I also
don’t understand where I am if I don’t know where I am going. In all of this youth are ignored...pushed aside or sometimes
second or third thought.”
AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY MEMBER

“In my experience growing up, generational trauma is huge. Our peoples’
pain runs deep, and I believe that to intervene in that, we have to work with
the youth, and be positive role models, and teach them how to forgive and
heal. The youth are the key.”
DAKOTA COMMUNITY MEMBER

“[Preserving history] it’s very important and I think since having kids and my
kids are, are a mix, my roots are in Mexico and here in White, Minnesota.
And my kid, my husband is Argentinian and Cherokee and white. So having,
I mean, it’s interesting to, to study [and share] where those overlaps are,
which is why I think I talked about California earlier because his family was
some of the earliest people there.”
LATINX COMMUNITY MEMBER

“When I talk the younger generation
about General Vang Pao, some don’t
feel connected to him or that he
isn’t important. Then I say, well your
Grandfather was a General and he
probably worked with General Vang
Pao. We need to kind of say here is
the intersection here and there. That
is what I think that it is very important
for the elders to speak because they
are our bridge to the past. We need to
act fast because we are losing many of
our elders very fast. We need to record
our elders in oral form so that we won’t
lost our language.”
HMONG COMMUNITY MEMBER

“Telling our history to these kids is like our focal point and there
was a time when a lot of the elders didn’t share cultural teachings
with a lot of kids either…”

“First, [to help] young people attempt to save their
stories [we] would need for elders to trust them
in sharing the stories they have.”

OJIBWE COMMUNITY MEMBER

SOMALI COMMUNITY MEMBER
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1.1B. GOALS FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL PRESERVATION BY ALL COMMUNITIES – TRUTH-TELLING
Another sub-theme that emerged from all community groups was the importance of truth-telling, particularly the need to correct
misconceptions and dispel myths/stereotypes within and across communities. Focus group participants across all community groups
expressed the desire to cultivate their own history internally, without having to develop them within an institutional setting. As illustrated
in the following quotes, community groups wanted their own agency and active roles in documenting and telling their own stories:

“…Because it isn’t just about a cycle of white people
helping us to document Black history, it’s about a
longer process that is teaching us how to preserve
our own history and looking for places that can
protect it—and if places don’t exist that can protect it
how can we create places that will protect it.”
AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY MEMBER

“These projects need to be led by people of color in
the community. We need to see [our] people’s lived
experience as valuable, historical documents, oral
documents, and etc. We need to value the normal
human being as a story and not always going to the
people who have the highest degrees and status.”
HMONG COMMUNITY MEMBER

“In my community, every family has a story and many
haven’t been asked [to share]. And those who have
been asked, mostly not in the proper context or
for the right reasons! I truly believe that any kind of
undertaking with preserving Ojibwe knowledge should
be done by someone within the community. So often
our stories have been told by others.”
OJIBWE COMMUNITY MEMBER

“Well history is written in the perceptive of the
winner. So you rarely get history from both sides.
The book I found called us savages so you can never
really trust it. But if you read enough the overlapping
stuff can point us in the right direction and we can try
and pull out real content from that.”

“I would like to say what’s very important is, number
one, our children. They have to understand what really
happened in history, the real truth as Dakota children and
their ancestors before. It’s very important for them to
understand the historical truth of what really happened…
When our children hear that, they have to wonder,
why, what happened? Of course, they’re going to feel
bad, because they’re Dakota. The point is, they need to
understand or be taught in the history books that there
were factions in the United States government that wanted
the land first. They also had to deal with traders that were
taking money from our Indian people through the treaties—
that we gave up millions of acres so that we would have
money and education and different things. Well, that never
came to us. That was one of the main true causes of the
war. That, in itself, there were illegal things happening in
the government system to cause this. We need to find out
and bring about what it was that was illegal that they were
doing. We all have to know to educate the non-Indian of
what happened in Minnesota. We can help our children,
and all the children, actually, no matter what color they are.”
DAKOTA COMMUNITY MEMBER

“It’s a question of what sort of history are we preserving,
right? Like I don’t really want to have a history about us
that just persists, like perpetuates the master narrative or
the stereotypes about us that we’re hardworking...I think
when I heard you talk about like who’s telling the story,
where’s that narrative coming from? Making sure that it’s
of the people, it’s not just the school book scholars, and
it’s not just enough to mention them in a book because
they really need to have this story. And it’s always the
powers that be that have the story.”
LATINX COMMUNITY MEMBER

SOMALI COMMUNITY MEMBER
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1.1C. GOALS FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL PRESERVATION BY AFRICAN-AMERICAN, HMONG, AND SOMALI COMMUNITIES –
IDENTITY PRESERVATION
Across the African-American, Hmong, and Somali community groups, another goal for preserving the culture and history in their
communities was to preserve their own identity. All three community groups reported that historical and cultural preservation contributed
to their sense of identity. Consistently mentioned by several focus group participants from these community groups was the role of
preserving stories to enable future generations to have a sense of rootedness.

“…our history goes back so far it’s ancient, you know the fact that we
had it erased from us it bring in a new opportunity for us to really
define who we are as a people. I think with African...African Americans
I love who I am. It’s just like we have...we have been through resistance.
We are resistant people. Um, and we have this opportunity to like really
show all of our talents to get through all our hardships, but we have to
get through all of our trauma and really heal from that. Um, so I think
like preserving these stories for our future generations to get to know
who they are is very, very important. And I don’t want to be reduced to
some entertainers or to some athletes.”

“Although everyone is adapting and
changing, it is our history that is
keeping us together.”

AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY MEMBER

SOMALI COMMUNITY MEMBER

HMONG COMMUNITY MEMBER

“It’s beneficial to know more about your
history it gives you a sense of identity
and that’s very important.”

As illustrated in the quotes above, many focus group participants believed that by sharing their own stories with their children, they are
able to keep their children connected to their cultural roots and identities.

1.1D. GOALS FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL PRESERVATION BY HMONG AND SOMALI COMMUNITIES – INCLUSIVE STORIES
Within the Hmong and Somali community groups, another goal for cultural and historical preservation was to share more inclusive stories.
For the Hmong community, many focus group participants expressed wanting to hear more from nontraditional voices, such as women and
children and not just men. Similarly, several Somali focus group participants shared that individuals within their communities carry multiple
identities that do not always go together; hence, there is a need to hear stories from these types of voices as well.

“I think not enough people go to Hmong women and
children to talk about their stories. Therefore, they are not
trained to tell their stories and the women will always tell
us to go ask the Hmong men.”

“Writing and transcribing stories in the Somali
community, most importantly, should attempt to be fair
[and representative] (that is present various stories that
make it less difficult to politicize or show favoritism/bias.”

HMONG COMMUNITY MEMBER

SOMALI COMMUNITY MEMBER

As demonstrated in these quotes, both Hmong and Somali community groups believe that one of their goals for preserving culture
and history is to ensure that their (his)tories are inclusive and representative of all members in their communities.

The Affi(X)ture of X-Stories to MN’s History
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Within the second central theme (Experiences with grantmaking and grant-writing for cultural and historical preservation work), all
community groups shared the following three sub-themes – Lack of awareness around Legacy grants; Lack of funding opportunities;
and Lack of support for granting writing. Surprisingly, no sub-themes specific to each community group emerged.

1.2A. EXPERIENCES WITH GRANTMAKING AND
GRANT-WRITING FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION WORK – LACK OF AWARENESS
AROUND LEGACY GRANTS
When all community groups were asked if they have ever heard
of the Legacy grants, an overwhelming amount of focus group
participants reported that they have never heard of it. Due to the
low amount of knowledge and awareness across all communities,
focus group coordinators were left having to share and divulge
additional information and context about the Legacy grants to
focus group participants.

“I did not know about Legacy
grant. There are so many
grants going around but
how do we know about these
grants and funding that can
help us create these projects.”
HMONG COMMUNITY MEMBER

1.2B. EXPERIENCES WITH GRANTMAKING AND GRANT-WRITING FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION WORK – LACK OF FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Another salient experience that was shared across all community groups was the clear recognition that there is a lack of funding
opportunities available to support cultural and historical preservation work for racially diverse communities. This barrier to grant
procurement can be further illustrated by the following quotes from each community group:

“I also think that access to money...small amounts
of it, instead of having to go through this time
consuming crazy process, wait months for stuff.”
AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY MEMBER

“I did not know about Legacy grant. There are so
many grants going around but how do we know
about these grants and funding that can help
us create these projects.”
HMONG COMMUNITY MEMBER

“I think part of that, you’ve got to get it to us, but
it’s like we don’t even know that the resources
are there or what resources out there.”
LATINX COMMUNITY MEMBER

“Money is the biggest problem if there was more
than we’d have more projects.”

“In terms of funding, I don’t go out and ask. I don’t go out and
write grants to get my funding, because I’ve found out that the
people that have the grants, more than likely, are going to say,
“No, you can’t put that in there because that’s going to make
us look bad, and so you can’t have this in your [project].” I’ve
experienced that over many years of doing this. So, I’ll spend my
own money and do it my way so that truth can come out, and I
don’t have to be told by somebody else that’s giving me money
to do the [project] that I can’t include this. So that’s why I work on
my own doing it, to fund it myself, to eliminate that.”
DAKOTA COMMUNITY MEMBER

“The struggle is real without technology but we’ve learned to be
resilient enough here to do what we do, ya know? We just wrote a
technology grant...and we just found out that they didn’t accept our
grant, and I think, well I don’t know—they didn’t accept it anyway,
and if we could find someone that would... make a productive
effort at giving us a helping hand, we could better help our kids
learn this language and culture, if the process was...accessible.”
OJIBWE COMMUNITY MEMBER

SOMALI COMMUNITY MEMBER
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1.2C. EXPERIENCES WITH GRANTMAKING AND GRANT-WRITING FOR CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION WORK – LACK OF SUPPORT FOR GRANT-WRITING
All six community groups also expressed that a lack of experience and support in grantwriting has prevented them from successfully
procuring any funding to support their cultural and historical preservation programs. This challenge is further elucidated in the following
quotes from several community groups:

“But I am curious about an easier process, say
rather then having to marshal everybody together
and figure out this stuff and find somebody who
can write the grant for you and do all this stuff.
I would love it if there were some micro-grant
process. I would love it if all we had to do is write
up who we are and what we are interested in doing,
and they help us find a graduate student of color
who works with us or they help us find us to do
something else and we got this process together.”
AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY MEMBER

“Paperwork, understanding all
the steps, response time, I mean,
applications are daunting and so often
there’s more work involved to fill out a
form than there is to do the research!”

“I think some of it might be people don’t know
how to properly write a grant, or maybe they’re
not experienced, and then they just think it’s too
overwhelming, and then they’re like, “Oh, I’m not
going to apply for that.” Because those things, any
funding that you have to apply for, it’s tedious work,
especially when you don’t know anything about
financial budgeting and all that crap. I think Tiwahe
[Foundation] does a pretty good job at simplifying
it, which people need to do more often. Only the
people who have the resources like grant writers
and financial departments can successfully,
continuously, receive those funds, and then
people who probably could do just as good a job
as they can, they may be even more grassroots
and get other people that aren’t typically always
involved. Like they could probably receive that
funding, too, but they just don’t know. They don’t
have the experience, I guess you could say.”
DAKOTA COMMUNITY MEMBER

OJIBWE COMMUNITY MEMBER

Overall, experiences with grantmaking and grant-writing for cultural and historical preservation work was resoundingly negative across
all community groups. This was evidenced by the low level of knowledge and awareness surrounding the Legacy grants, the limited
number of funding opportunities available to racially diverse communities, and the lack of support these communities receive in the
process of writing grants.
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II. OVERARCHING RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ALL COMMUNITY GROUPS
TO IMPROVE GRANT PROCESSES FOR RACIALLY DIVERSE COMMUNITIES
Despite the negative experiences around grantmaking and grant-writing, all community groups were hopeful and positive about how
those experiences can be minimized in future funding processes and opportunities. To mitigate these challenges, two overarching
recommendations were made by all six community groups:
1. Provide grant support for racially diverse communities; and
2. Expand funding priorities to include nontraditional cultural and historical preservation work.
2.1. PROVIDE GRANT SUPPORT FOR RACIALLY DIVERSE
COMMUNITIES
Focus group participants from all six communities voiced that
they would like more support from foundations and granting
organizations in the process of searching, accessing, and applying
for funding opportunities. Regarding the process of searching
for funding opportunities, communities recommended that
foundations and granting organizations directly work to connect
with racially diverse communities to make funding opportunities
known to them. Community engagement strategies that were
suggested by focus group participants included:
1. Hiring personal liaisons or public relations individuals at
foundations to work directly with communities (where liaisons
represent the communities in which they are serving);
2. Hosting community meetings to announce grant processes,
deadlines, and trainings;
3. Creating and sharing accessible, informational flyers in
multiple languages about grants, with particular attention
paid to the Legacy grants program; and
4. Developing virtual networks (e.g., community of practice,
enewsletter) between foundations and communities in order
to share funding opportunities.

“We need resources with no
strings attached, and we need
safe spaces. Neither of those
things have historically been
provided to us.”
DAKOTA COMMUNITY MEMBER
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With regards to accessing funding opportunities, all community
groups suggested the following strategies to make the
grantmaking processes at foundations and granting organizations
more accessible to racially diverse communities:
1. Increase the racial diversity of the grant decision-making
board (including both review and selection committees) to
ensure that all cultural and historical preservation projects
are valued and that narratives/rationales for different forms
of cultural and historical preservation are represented and
supported;
2. Train grant reviewers and funders to be more cognizant
of nontraditional methods for cultural and historical
preservation work that are resonant with racially diverse
communities; and
3. Make grant applications less time-consuming and less
labor intensive by adopting a microgrant process where
applications and funding timelines are more rapid and
responsive.
Finally, in respects to applying for funding opportunities, focus
group participants recommended the following set of strategies
to foundations and granting organizations to make grant-writing
more accessible and digestible to racially diverse communities:
1. Connect community members/organizations with
experienced grant writers (either from foundation staff or
student interns), who understand the process of applying
for grants and are able to explain the technical language
used in grant applications to communities who may not be
familiar with it; and
2. Make successful grant applications (particularly from
racially diverse communities) more accessible
to community members/organizations by posting awarded
applications on websites or sharing a successful application
at a community meeting.
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2.2. EXPAND FUNDING PRIORITIES TO INCLUDE NONTRADITIONAL CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION WORK
Throughout the focus group sessions, it was made clear from
all community groups that traditional/mainstream cultural and
historical preservation is not a one-size fits all. Funding new and
nontraditional methods of collecting and sharing history, therefore,
is a must for all community groups. For many racially diverse
communities, collecting and documenting family histories, stories,
and experiences may be the first step to building a good historical
archive; however, foundations and granting organizations need to
do more to expand funding coverage for other types of cultural
and historical preservation work that is deemed important and
more resonant with racially diverse communities. For example, all
community groups recommended that foundations and granting
organizations diversify the funding of critical history thinking and
programs to include community spaces and celebrations as
nontraditional ways to engage and preserve culture and history in
racially diverse communities.
Focus group participants from all community groups also
suggested that they will like to see more funding opportunities
that support intergenerational, cultural/historical preservation
programs, and programs that are specific to each generation
(grandparents, parents, youth and children). An example activity
of the former program would include a young child working with
his/her elder (grandparent) to document their family’s history
and genealogy. An example activity of the latter program would
include investing and compensating elders to teach and learn
about traditional folk arts within their communities.
In addition to these two overarching recommendations, each
community group reported specific ideas and propositions for
what type of cultural and historical preservation work they found
most important to their communities and will like additional
funding to support.
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For the African-American community, providing workshops and
certification on how to be a history organizer and creating space
for cultural and preservation work were of the utmost importance.
For the Dakota community, the following cultural and preservation
work were of the utmost importance and where they would like to
see additional funding for historical documentaries, podcasts, and
films; restoration of Minnesota’s ecology; purchasing and buying
back of tracts of land (including cultural, sacred, ceremonial, and
burial sites) to give to Native people; and support for a cultural
corridor for Native people.
For the Hmong community, focus group participants reported
that they wanted more funding to support language and cultural
revitalization workshops (e.g., teaching and playing of traditional
musical instruments); emerging artists and merchants (who want
to sell their Hmong-inspired arts and crafts); and incorporation
of Hmong history into educational curricula.
Within the Latinx community, the most important cultural and
historical preservation work took the forms of experiences such as
events and celebrations and community spaces such as churches
and communities.
Similarly to the Dakota and Hmong communities, the Ojibwe
community expressed wanting more funding to support cultural
and historical preservation work around language revitalization
efforts and integration of indigenous history into K-12 and higher
education curricula.
Lastly, within the Somali community, the most important cultural
and historical projects revolved around historical documentaries
and recreation of old films to education about the various histories
(colorism, tribalism, religion) of Somali society, and community
organizations that support cultural preservation work. Taken
together, all of these community groups exhibit an important
notion that the current funding landscape for cultural and historical
preservation in Minnesota needs to be more culturally and raciallyinclusive, expansive, and innovative.
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III. STUDY LIMITATIONS
While this focus group study provided valuable information, there are some limitations to the study that are addressed here, and
which have informed our suggestions for future research below. While focus groups are generally ideal for gathering qualitative data
from a defined group on a specific topic, we must assess whether focus groups are the best method considering the specific cultural
communities we are learning from. Secondly, the focus group format does not lend itself to gathering statistically representative data from
the communities that participated in the study. The nature of the recruitment process with each community group also meant that
participants were drawn largely from a convenient sample that were not generally representative of all segments of each community.
Accordingly, the themes identified here may not represent the full range of beliefs and thoughts of each community group.
There were also logistical challenges to the study. Although the focus groups took place in the most convenient locations for focus group
participants (e.g., a coffee shop, restaurant, school conference room, and over Skype), it was difficult to secure quiet, comfortable, and
handicap accessible spaces where stories could be shared. For the Dakota and Ojibwe communities, it also meant significant travel on
behalf of the coordinators between the Twin Cities and greater Minnesota in months when Minnesota often experiences unpredictable
weather. This led to several focus group cancellations. Finally, public spaces with limited privacy were not ideal for group conversation and
participants were at times distracted by contextual surroundings.
After challenges with participant recruitment in previous focus groups, the X-Stories Priority Action Team realized that the recruiting
process would need more time and effort for authentic connections with the community and to build trust with participants. Across all six
community groups, focus group participants expressed wariness and distrust at the start. However, some of the changes made by the
X-Stories Priority Action Team proved invaluable here: handouts explaining the purpose of the project and providing transparency; allowing
a more relaxed timeline for recruitment; and allowing focus groups to take place virtually. As a result, these implementations allowed for
additional focus group sessions to occur.
For future focus group studies, we recommend the following preparation for communities that do not have experience with this type
of research:
1. Experimenting and rewording of focus group questions. The questions were not all clearly understood by the participants and resulted
in responses that did not inform the question. We recommend translating and framing focus group questions to the language
preference and literacy level of community groups.
2. Preparing follow-up explanations of focus group questions. When questions were not clearly understood, it may have been helpful to
have on hand alternative explanations or ways to phrase the question to elicit informative responses. We recommend generating and
having on hand several alternatives of the same question to be used if necessary when conducting focus group sessions.
3. Having a clear definition of broad and inclusive words like “stories” or “history”. Defining words can be difficult. When we said “stories”,
we meant in all forms and all kinds including cultural stories, family or community history, and both historical and contemporary
stories. This may have resulted in different understandings. Because of this and other discrepancies in word definitions, the answers
we received could be skewed. For future studies, we recommend providing a clear definition of concepts and words prior to the start of
each focus group session. We also recommend referring back to these definitions to help corral focus group participants back to the
relevant focus group questions when they begin to go off on tangential comments.
Despite some of these drawbacks, all of the focus group conversations were informative and gave the X-Stories Priority Action Team an
inside look at some of the cultural and historical preservation needs of Minnesota’s racially diverse communities.
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CALLS TO ACTION
The gaps and challenges to accessing and procuring funds for cultural and historical
preservation work, as reported by these six racially diverse communities, calls for two
important actions from foundations and granting organizations:

1. Funding for cultural and historical preservation work
needs to be made more accessible and transparent
to racially and culturally diverse communities; and
2. Racially and culturally diverse communities need to
be more intentionally engaged and made part of the
grantmaking and grant-writing processes.
If prospective grant funds focused on preserving cultural and historical heritage are to be
distributed equitably, it is incumbent on foundations and granting organizations (particularly
those with an equity lens) to adopt these paradigmatic shifts – it is no longer in the best
interest of anyone to keep unfamiliar stories “unfamiliar” – racially and culturally diverse
communities must be able to tell their own stories, in however methods they see fit, with
unconditional support and trust from foundations and granting organizations.
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STRATEGIES & RESOURCES
Instituting more equitable and community-involved grantmaking and grant-writing practices (whether it is in the historical and arts
sector or any sector) can seem daunting and overwhelming at first. For large institutions, deep-seated bureaucracies (including
legislation) and a lack of direct connections to communities may impede the rollout of significant changes. Meanwhile, for small
foundations, there may not be sufficient staff or resources to undertake a more equitable and participatory process. However,
several incremental strategies and steps can be taken by funders to ease in and incorporate more community-based participatory
approaches into their grantmaking and grant-writing activities. These efforts can be interrelated and highly transient, depending
on circumstances and contexts, and are necessary undergirding for creating a more equitable, community-involved long-term
grantmaking and grant-writing praxis.
The following list of strategies and resources can be enacted in response to the two calls to action. While this is not an exhaustive
list, it is intended to be a primer for instilling the first steps needed to institute a more authentic, meaningful, and transparent
grantmaking ethos and process at foundations and granting organizations. All the resources provided under each strategy have
been vetted and are well-trusted tools; please use these resources to help guide conversations and action steps as your grantmaking
team or leadership unit beings to consider the two calls to action.

1. FUNDING FOR CULTURAL AND
HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
WORK NEEDS TO BE MADE MORE
ACCESSIBLE AND TRANSPARENT TO
RACIALLY AND CULTURALLY DIVERSE
COMMUNITIES.
A. STRATEGY 1: Explore and implement various modalities for
how funding opportunities are announced and shared to racially
diverse communities. As reported in the focus group findings,
racially diverse communities are requesting that foundations and
granting institutions be more intentional about how they directly
connect with communities about funding opportunities. Some
community engagement strategies that were suggested by focus
group participants included hosting a community meeting and
hiring a program officer/public relations officer that is culturally
concordant with the community they are working with.
For additional resources on other community engagement
modalities, we have provided the following tools:
• Blue Cross Blue Shield Center for Prevention, “Bringing
the Funding Opportunities to the Community” (https://
www.peakgrantmaking.org/insights/not-breakingorganizationsinequitable-funding-practices/)
• University of Minnesota Program in Health Disparities
Research, “Pre-Application Technical Workshop” (https://
med.umn.edu/healthdisparities/research/fundingopportunities/pilotgrants)
B. STRATEGY 2: Publish an annual funding portfolio of how
and what types of organizations get funded through the various
funding opportunities. Several community groups reported that
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they would like to be able to access successfully funded grant
applications as well as long-term trajectories of what types of
community-based organizations get funded to do cultural and
historical preservation work. One action step that foundations
and granting institutions can take to make these documents and
data more available to the public will be to create a grant library
or portal.
For additional resources on how to publish and curate a grant
library/portal, we have provided the following examples:
• Headwaters Foundation for Justice “Grantee Library”
(https://headwatersfoundation.org/grants/past-grantees)
• Minnesota Department of Health Center for Health Equity
“Eliminating Health Disparities Initiative Grant Portal”
(https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/equity/ehdi/
index.html)
• University of Minnesota Clinical and Translational Science
Institute Grant Library (https://www.ctsi.umn.edu/educationand-training/grant-library)
C. STRATEGY 3: Offer more flexible and accessible options for
submitting grant applications. Across all community groups was
a commonly shared challenge that traditional grant applications
were too time consuming and restrictive (i.e., requiring written
applications). Several action steps that foundations and granting
institutions can take to offer more flexible and accessible options
for submitting grant applications are (1) creating a microgrant
process where grant applications are reviewed, responded to, and
funded with a rapid turnaround time; and (2) providing different
options for grant submissions (audio, video testimonials) rather
than just written forms.
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For additional resources on how to enact the first action step
(e.g., microgrant processes, rapid response grants), we have
provided the following examples:
• General Service Foundation, “8 Lessons in Collaborative
Rapid Response Grantmaking” (https://generalservice.
org/2018/01/31/8_lessons_collaborative_rapid_reponse/)
• Human Rights Funding, “Rapid response grantmaking:
A successful strategy to protect women’s human rights”
(https://humanrightsfunding.org/related-resources/rapidresponsegrantmaking- a-successful-strategy-to-protectwomens-human-rights/)
• National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, “Lessons
for foundations on rapid-response support at the front
lines of democracy” (https://www.ncrp.org/publication/
responsive-philanthropy-february-2019/lessons-forfoundations-on-rapid-response-support-at-the-frontlinesof-democracy)
• The Connect U.S. Fund, “Rapid Response Grantmaking: A
Tool for Grantmakers” (https://rawafund.org/sites/default/
files/Rapid%20Response%20Grantmaking-%20A%20
Tool%20for%20Grantmakers%20-Connect%20US%20
Fund%202012.pdf)
For additional resources on how to enact the second action
step (e.g., allowing various types of grant submissions), we have
provided the following examples:
• Lever for Change, “Video Presentation for Competitions”
(https://www.2030climatechallenge.org/application)
• MacArthur Foundation, “The Case for Video in Grant
Applications” (https://www.macfound.org/press/perspectives/
case-video-grantapplications/)
• Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, “Video submissions for
the Culture of Health Leaders Program” (https://anr.rwjf.org/
viewCfp.do?cfpId=1472&cfpOverviewId=).

2. RACIALLY AND CULTURALLY
DIVERSE COMMUNITIES NEED TO BE
MORE INTENTIONALLY ENGAGED AND
MADE PART OF THE GRANTMAKING
AND GRANT-WRITING PROCESSES.
Overwhelmingly and consistently reported across all community
groups was the need to make the grantmaking process at
foundations and granting organizations more equitable and
community-driven. For example, several community groups
suggested that funding timelines should be less restrictive (not
timebound) and funding priorities should be more reflective of
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what the community deems as important to them (e.g., funding
for community spaces rather than traditional archival/curation).
Fortunately, significant inroads have already been made by
several institutions to harness a more equity-driven and
participatory grantmaking praxis that reflects and supports the
needs and interests of racially diverse communities. Below are
some of the strategies that are being implemented by these
institutions at the forefront:
A. STRATEGY 1: Develop more community-centered funding
objectives and metrics of success.
B. STRATEGY 2: Involve and invited racially diverse community
members to participate in grant review panels.
Listed below are foundations and granting institutions that are
already implementing these two strategies:
• Headwaters Foundation for Justice “Giving Project” (https://
headwatersfoundation.org/grants/giving-project-grant)
• International Trans Fund, “The ITF Grant Making Panel”
(https://www.transfund.org/2019/12/call-for-applications-tothe-itf-grantmaking-panel-2/)
• Minnesota Department of Health Center for Health
Equity, “Community Solutions Advisory Council” (https://
www.health.state.mn.us/communities/equity/projects/
communitysolutions/advisory.html)
• University of Minnesota Clinical and Translational Science
Institute Community Engagement to Advance Research and
Community Health (CEARCH) Council (https://www.ctsi.
umn.edu/sites/ctsi.umn.edu/files/cearch_council_participant_
recruitment.pdf)
• YouthBank International, “YouthBank Model Case Story”
(http://grantcraft.org/wpcontent/uploads/sites/2/2018/12/
case_story_youthbank.pdf)
For additional resources and guidance on how to implement
these strategies, we have provided the following toolkits:
• GrantCraft, “Grantmaking with a racial equity lens” (https://
grantcraft.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/12/equity.
pdf)
• GrantCraft, “Deciding together: Shifting power and resources
through participatory grantmaking” (https://grantcraft.org/
content/guides/decidingtogether/)
• Jerome Foundation, “RE-TOOL: Racial Equity in the Panel
Process” (http://www.artsandvenuesdenver.com/assets/doc/
Re-Tool.2018-9c810e8d2d.pdf)
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C. STRATEGY 3: Conduct an annual diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI) audit/scorecard to assess community engagement
strategies in grantmaking operations. A core component of
equity-driven, community-engaged grantmaking is the need for
foundations and granting institutions to make their operations
transparent and accountable to their constituencies. Engaging
with racially and culturally diverse communities, therefore, is not
a zero-sum game and should not perceived as a checklist item.
In the past decade, foundations are being called to do more and
more diversity, equity, and inclusion audits of their communityengaged initiatives.
Below are some examples and tools of how some foundations
have conducted and published these type of DEI audits:
• Change Philanthropy, “The 2018 Diversity Among
Philanthropic Professionals Report” (https://www.issuelab.
org/resource/the-2018-diversity-among-philanthropicprofessionals-report.html)
• D5Coalition, “Analysis of Policies, Practices, and Programs
for Advancing Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Resource
Guide” (https://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/PPPResource-Guide-Final-11.18.131.pdf)
• The California Endowment, “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Report Card” (http://www.spra.com/wordpress2/wp-content/
uploads/2014/07/TCEDiversity-Audit-2013.pdf)
Given the varied landscape of grantmaking structures within
foundations and granting organizations, there is no one correct
way or mechanistic approach for how to implement these
strategies or action steps. However, what is most important and
should be an initial first step, is to make transparent within your
institution and the communities you are serving, the rationale for
moving towards a more inclusive and equitable grantmaking
ethos and process. For additional guidance on discussion
questions about how to articulate shared values and processes
for beginning a participatory grantmaking praxis, please refer to
the GrantCraft manual “Deciding together: Shifting power and
resources through participatory grantmaking” (https://grantcraft.
org/content/guides/deciding-together/).

CONCLUSION
In 2010, the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund (ACHF) Planning
Committee published the State of Innovation Report to the
legislature stating that the 25-year vision of the ACHF is to
“[give] every Minnesotan…a voice and be able to see the
expression of his or her personal heritage in Minnesota’s arts,
history and cultural heritage works. In this way, the investment of
these funds will bolster Minnesota’s reputation as a center for
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creativity, innovation and imagination, contributing to the longterm vitality of our state” (ACHF Planning Committee, 2010).
Since its inception and the administration of Legacy Grants
beginning in 2008, however, it is clear that not every Minnesotan
has been able to realize ACHF’s vision.
As demonstrated in our focus group study with community
members from the African-American, Dakota, Hmong, Latinx,
Ojibwe, and Somali communities – more needs to be done
to help ALL Minnesotans, particularly those of racially and
culturally diverse backgrounds, achieve and actualize ACHF’s
vision. We provided here in this report two calls to action
(including subsequent strategies and resources) for how historical
foundations and granting institutions can help to address
this gap. We hope that the guidance offered in this report will
encourage reflection, actions, and opportunities that expand
the fiscal support and creation of more innovative and equitable
historical and cultural preservation from all communities in
Minnesota. As the late MN Senator Paul Wellstone once said,
“We all do better, when we all do better.”
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APPENDIX – FOCUS GROUP
QUESTIONS
QUESTION 1: What kind of projects/stories/history are important for our community?
•
•
•
•
•
•

1A: Do you envision these projects will be developed to share (outside the community) or kept within the community?
1B: How would it be best to preserve this information?
1C: Who are the audiences for this information?
1D: Who would you tap into to consult on that project?
1E: What stories are important for our community to save?
1F: What would make you want to be involved in preserving community heritage/history?

QUESTION 2: Who in the community is already saving our history?
QUESTION 3: What makes it challenging or difficult for the Dakota community
to do more projects that we value?
•
•
•
•

3A: What are some of the barriers to receiving funding?
3B: Were you already familiar with the Legacy Amendment and the projects it funds?
3C: What might prevent other Dakota people from applying for these funds?
3D: What could be done to support these projects moving forward?

QUESTION 4: What are some important topics/projects relating to Dakota history
and experience that haven’t been done because of resources?
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